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he had hoped, at least his failure was not ignoble.
He will remain, a solitary figure in the history of the
Occupation, the one Englishman who strove to share
the government of Egypt with Egyptians.
Lord Kitchener, taking over the reins of office, did
not pursue his predecessor's policy. It is doubtful,
perhaps, if the new British Agent appreciated imme-
diately that another spirit had overtaken Egyptians, or
that their former calm acceptance of the Occupation
had been replaced by a different feeling. In the
cordial welcome extended to him by all classes of the
population, he had every excuse to be blind to the
change. The Agency was crowded with callers,
anxious to remind the former Sirdar of their existence
and past services: for he had that rare quality of
remembering humble acquaintances and their work.
Much has been written of Lord Kitchener's character
and personality ; but the interest of authors naturally
lies with the part played by their subject in the
European War. Of his earlier career less has been
said. While still a young man, he attracted the
discerning eye of Cromer, who employed him in many
fields. He played no games, nor wasted golden
moments on social functions. Duty and work were
his watchwords throughout life. Yet with all his
great qualities of mind and of character, he was the
most unaffected of men. Military rank counted
nothing to him : he was never too proud to learn
from, or to seek advice from a junior. Round any
unique personality myths grow up, and that of
Kitchener did not escape the common fate. To the
public, the Sirdar of the Egyptian Army stood first
and foremost as the type of an iron disciplinarian. As
a matter of fact he was nothing of the sort. A piercing
glance and an austere face suggested, no doubt, that
impression; but actually the ordinary standards of
military conduct bored him. His sharpest punish-

